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Back on the radar
As many of you are aware, there have been some
changes up on the hill. As of early September, both repeaters have been placed on sabbatical. The
146.670 MHz machine has been temporarily replaced
by a Yaesu DR-1X Fusion
repeater operating in conventional mode, while the
449.925 MHz Icom repeater — after 30 years of
Yaesu repeater reconfigured
service — has been
swapped with a commer- for 146.67 MHz.
cial-grade Motorola UHF repeater. We have received
multiple reports that the coverage for both machines
has improved. Maybe the old units were just tired and
needed vacations. The plan is to refurbish both units
and either restore to the hill or place on standby in case
a need arises.
We held a PCARA Membership Meeting on Saturday September 10, 2022 at 3:00 p.m. at the Putnam
Valley Free Library. We had 19 members in attendance
and the meeting included a presentation on Vertical
Antennas by Jay NE2Q. We learned all about the deleterious effects of common mode currents, and steps to
take to avoid them. Much thanks to Jay and the presentation should be available on YouTube soon! The meeting was followed by a PCARA Laurel V.E.Test Session
courtesy of Dave KF2BD. We had two successful candidates, Vincent KD2VAV (General) and Peter KC1RUU

Verle W2VJ (right) makes an early contact from Indian
Hill during PCARA’s September 17 POTA activation.

(Technician). Congratulations!
On Saturday September 17, 2022, at 8:30 a.m. we
held a PCARA Parks on the Air Activation at Donald J.
Trump State Park – Indian Hill Section, just over the
Putnam County line in Putnam Valley, NY. Twelve members came out in support of the activity organized by
Verle W2VJ. Using only battery power and wire antennas, 39 QSOs were made on 15, 20, and 40 meters. A
big thank you to Verle W2VJ and all the members who
came out to help make the activation such a big success! There will be more.
Continued on page 2 �
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PCARA paid a visit to Putnam | Northern
Westchester BOCES Tech Center in Yorktown Heights,
NY on Monday September 19, 2022 to give a presentation to the Microcomputer Technology students on Amateur Radio, and demonstrate the center’s new Yaesu
FT-991A multi-mode transceiver. Thanks to Dr. Joseph
DeCicco KD2YVY for arranging the presentation. Dr.
Joe was joined by Lou KD2ITZ, Todd N2MUZ and Malcolm NM9J from PCARA.

PCARA Board
President:
Greg Appleyard, KB2CQE; kb2cqe ‘at’ arrl.net
Vice President:
Bob Tarsio, N2CBH; bob ‘at’ broadcast-devices.com
Secretary:
Lou Cassetta, KD2ITZ; radiocassetta ‘at’ gmail.com
Treasurer:
David Fredsall KD2EVI; joanndavidss88 ‘at’ verizon.net
Director:
Mike Dvorozniak, W2IG
Vice President Emeritus: Joe Calabrese, WA2MCR.

Net night

Lou KD2ITZ (top left) takes the Yaesu FT-991A on a tour of
15 meters with the PNW-BOCES middle school students.

The most recent PCARA Breakfast occurred on
Saturday September 24, 2022 at 9:00 a.m. at Downing
Park in Yorktown Heights, NY. There were eight members in attendance with multiple conversations and discussions taking place.
Turning our attention to future events, we have a
few things coming up. On Saturday October 15, 2022
PCARA will participate in the New York QSO Party
from Joe WA2MCR’s home QTH, from 10:00 a.m. to
10:00 p.m. Please contact Joe if you want to participate. PCARA’s sponsorship of plaques — as in previous
years — is pending, and will be announced when finalized.
On October 16, 2022 at 8:00 a.m., PCARA along
with our friends from WECA, will be providing communications support for the 42nd Annual Harry Chapin
Memorial Run Against Hunger at Croton-Harmon
High School. There are three events that will be taking
place and we need coverage for water stations and mile
posts. We are most fortunate to be able help support
such a great cause, so please grab a radio and come
out and join us! Details on the Harry Chapin Memorial
Run Against Hunger appear in this month’s edition of
the PCARA Update.
Other activities on the radar for October include a
Foxhunt, PCARA Breakfast and PCARA V.E. Test Session
(location to be determined). As soon as we have more
information, we’ll post it on the PCARA websites and
Google Groups. I look forward to seeing you at one of
our activities soon.
- 73 de Greg, KB2CQE

Peekskill/Cortlandt Amateur Radio Association
holds a roundtable net on Tuesday evenings at
8:00 p.m. and a directed ‘Old Goats’ net on Thursday
evenings at 8:00 p.m. Both events take place on the
146.67 MHz W2NYW repeater, offset -0.600, PL
156.7 Hz.
Join the roundtable to find out what members
have been doing or join the Old Goats with net control
Karl N2KZ for news and neighborly information.

NY QSO Party Results 2021
During last year’s New York QSO Party in October
2021 three PCARA members entered from Joe
WA2MCR’s location in Westchester County using club
call W2NYW while David K2WPM operated separately
from two POTA locations in Rockland County and Columbia County. These efforts were documented in articles in PCARA Update for November 2021.
Publication of results from last year’s New York
QSO Party was delayed because of problems on the
NYQP web site. Results finally appeared in late September 2022.
New York Fixed Multi-Single Low Power Mixed mode
Call sign
W2TZ
W2ORC
K2ZD
W2NYW
NJ1F

Score QSOs
74,958 482
33,660 364
25,460 297
17,816 203
11,938 128

Mults
78
85
76
68
47

Counties
37
41
52
48
19

In New York Single Operator Phone Low Power,
K2WPM was 7th out of 40 entries with 25,232 points,
332 QSOs, 76 Mults, 43 Counties. When the W2NYW
and K2WPM scores were combined for the Club score,
PCARA was 17th out of 106 clubs with 43,048 points.
For information about NY QSO Party 2022, see
page 14.
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Adventures in DXing
- N2KZ

Come From Away
It was a
trip like no
other. Leave
your house at
9:00 a.m. and
spend some of
the next 21
hours at
40,000 feet up
speeding
along at 600
miles per
Inside the Korean Air flight. [N2KZ pics.]
hour! You
eventually arrive in downtown Seoul, Korea at
5:50 p.m. local time... the next day! Where am I? This
must be magic!
Exit your plane, clear customs and walk immediately to a Covid test center. When you have completed
your (hopefully negative) test, find your way to a bus
or a cab. My wife and I were booked in a hotel in the
Times Square district in the center of Seoul. Up we
went to the fifteenth floor and enjoyed spectacular
views of the city around us.
Metropolitan Seoul is an expansive and futuristic
city. About 26 million people live in Seoul Capital Area
and its suburbs — half the population of the entire
country! I must admit: it was quite overwhelming at
first glance. It seemed like tall, recently-built high-rise
apartment buildings were everywhere. Tightly fitted
business and residential structures filled the landscape
as far as the eye could see. It is a busy, active and vital
modern metropolis quite reminiscent of New York City.

Metropolitan Seoul, S Korea.

South Korea is a very modern and sophisticated
country. A vision into the future is woven into everything you see, hear and touch. Life here is purposeful

where an endless progression of challenges continues
to be met. Always remember: You must remain respectful of local culture and lifestyle as you begin your introduction to this unique part of the world. So much surrounds you to appreciate and consider. What will
amaze you next?
As a lifelong DXer, my first impulse was to don my
earbuds and see what my radio could hear. My perfect
companion for this trip was my palm-sized Sony Walkman SRF-M37W AM/FM radio. With digital tuning, it
fulfilled my every need. Pack very light and keep a low
profile. A wise
strategy!
Listening
to AM radio
required a little adjusting.
AM radio in
Korea follows
9 kHz spacing
instead of our
familiar
Sony SRF-M37W Walkman weather/AM/
10 kHz spacFM radio set to 9 kHz channel spacing.
ing found in
North America. You’ll find 9 kHz spacing throughout
Europe, too. One quick button press on my Sony converted my radio standard in seconds. Instantly, I was
ready to receive broadcasts on frequencies like 603 kHz
and 711 kHz. Indeed, it was a whole new world!
I confess. My initial quest was to find something —
anything — broadcasting in English! I found two
sources of linguistic oasis in Seoul. On 1440 AM and
102.7 FM, you’ll find “AFN (Armed Forces Network) The Eagle - Serving America’s Best” sounding very American with ABC Radio News and Fox Sports along with a
wide variety of fare from the U.S.A. AFN broadcasts
from United States Army Garrison–Humphreys,
40 miles due south of Seoul, the site of the largest
overseas U.S. Army base in the world.
The Seoul Metropolitan Government broadcasts a
very slick and fresh bilingual service targeted for foreign visitors. Originally intended as a non-stop source of
current road conditions, TBSeFM (Traffic Broadcasting
System - english FM) has now
switched gears, catering to
tourists and those who have a
passion for gaining fluency in
English. Watch and listen to
TBS-eFM live via YouTube:
https://youtu.be/i2pC0RRyGMg. In Seoul, catch them on
101.3 FM.
I really enjoyed TBS-eFM’s “Korean Genius,” heard
from 6 a.m. to 8 a.m. American Eastern Time. What a
clever show! It demonstrates everyday street English
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along with an introduction to Western culture and vernacular. You’ll soon see it doubles back for native English speakers as a way to increase their understanding
of all things Korean. Brilliant!
Keep in mind that there is a 13 hour time difference between Seoul and New York. It’s easy! Just flip
Eastern Standard Time’s am to pm and add one hour.
6 p.m. in New York is 7 a.m. in Seoul, get it? If you
want to hear TBS-eFM’s popular “This Morning with
Henry Shinn” listen in at 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in New York.
Their entertaining (maybe crazy?) evening show “Men
on Air” cruises along from 4 a.m. to 6 a.m. American
Eastern Time.
Signal In Noise
One debilitating handicap persists undermining all
Korean DXers. South Korea is a very modern country
enamored with using high technology for every task.
You pay a price for utilizing a multitude of computer
devices, running all at once, everywhere you go! The
resulting cacophony of electronic noise strangles any
chance of distant medium wave reception unless you
venture deep into a quiet forest or take a drive on the
far outskirts of town. Forget about DXing in a high-rise
hotel filled with steel, concrete and thousands of CPUs
and switching-mode power supplies all screaming in
unison! Have you ever heard a noise level of S9+50? I
have now!
Medium wave DX radio listening in Asia is complex. Since South Korea is directly adjacent to China,
Japan and North Korea, you’ll hear many different languages spoken on the air. At night, serious DXers listening in quiet locations can log medium wave stations
from all over Asia, the Pacific Rim and beyond. You
might feel like you are visiting the General Assembly at
The United Nations! Thank goodness that most FM
broadcasts are usually received interference free!
Innovative Invention
“What will they
think of next?” I used this
phrase over and over
again during my Korean
adventure. Incredible
imagination was alive everywhere I looked. Start
your day with a steamy
shower. How can I see
myself with all this fog?
It’s easy: There is a
heater behind the walllength mirror to chase
away the steam (and it’s
shaped like an old style
mirror!) Need a bathHeated bathroom mirror.
room break? Why use a

simple one-lever toilet? How about a spectacular computer-controlled bidet and warm air dryer commode
complete with multiple user settings and enough controls for a spaceship capsule? Have you ever used a toilet that requires 220 volt power to flush? One hotel
room had a bidet that actually glowed blue light when
the bathroom was dark. Downright eerie!
Many room features were completely automated.
Your room key also operated the master light switch for
your entire suite to save energy. You can’t leave your
room with the lights on! Motion sensors operated lights
and curtains. You’ll never fall asleep with the lights on.
Sit still and they will go out by themselves! I have seen
the light!
Other adjustments: Finding American style food is
rare — unless you go to McDonald’s. A Korean variant
of our 7-Eleven convenience stores are everywhere in
multitudes! All the AC
power plugs are hefty European style round contraptions with two standout pins. Slim and simplistic two pronged AC plugs
are sometimes used for appliances and lamps. Power
is delivered at 220 volts /
60 cycles. Most American
computer and cell phone
power supplies will handle Korean 220 volt AC power
plug with two round pins
this voltage. All you need
and side ground connection.
is a converter to cross-connect between our two-spade standard to the Korean /
European standard.
All measurements are metric! Don’t be alarmed.
Your speedometer may read 100 or even 120 kph. Your
car is automated, too. Pass by a speed camera and your
car will sound a ding-dong chime. No doubt, you will
never get used to your car reminding you that ‘A speed
bump is ahead!’ Maybe they really did think of everything!
The Cold North
You know how close Manhattan is to White Plains.
The North Korean border is just as close to downtown
Seoul. The Korean War ended 69 years ago, yet both
countries still jam each other’s radio broadcasts to
block listeners from tuning in on the opposing side.
Propaganda will not be heard! Very powerful transmitters volley distorted audio and white noise back and
forth across the border. These relentless jammers just
become annoying place markers to regular radio listeners. It reminded me of picking up digital AM radio signals in North America. You know what they are by the
way they sound and where they are on the band and
you just ignore them!
One jammer was easy to catch even above the din
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of electronic noise. On 657, 819 and 855 kHz, you can
easily hear what sounds like an old-school Citizen’s
Band ‘gooney bird’ jammer with loud oscillating
‘whoop-whoops,’ harking back to the sounds of the 11
meter band back in the 1970s. I understand these are
South Korean signals blocking enormously powerful
broadcasts from North Korea. They certainly create
quite a noisy mess!
Another interesting quirk was noted after latenight radio station sign-offs. Stations do not simply
turn off their transmitters when they are done for the
day. Most every station, especially on the FM band, will
broadcast endless tone (or at least an open carrier) after hours. My best guess is that tone keeps the frequency occupied while local programming is idle.
Adding more mystery to this habit: Every station uses
the exact same frequency of tone (about 1000 Hz) leaving no sign of distinction — just anonymity. I wonder
why?
You will also discover that many local South Korean stations present a detailed sign-on just before or at
0500 local time every morning including full technical
details and playing the South Korean national anthem.
This routine provides a reliable method of actually logging a station’s callsign at least once a day.
Scanning the AM band at night in Korea sounds
nothing like I have ever, ever heard before! 9 kHz spacing; a multitude of foreign languages; different styles of
presentation and an amazing meld of cultures. I wish I
had a few years to study, learn and enjoy all I heard. I
only had a few days!

The Republic of Korea is in range of AM broadcasts from
N Korea, China, Japan and Taiwan. Brown circles are at
200 mile intervals from Seoul. [Map credit Chris Kadlec.]

If you can’t find familiar English broadcasts using
a radio, all you need to do is reach for your cell phone.
In South Korea, Internet-delivered American media are
never far away. I found that almost every news and entertainment source I frequent in North America could
also be accessed just as easily in Seoul — audio and
video! ABC, CBS, Fox, NBC and PBS were all there. I

could even hear WLEW, the local radio station in Bad
Axe, Michigan! BBC Sounds, Ireland’s RTE, Radio New
Zealand, Canada’s CBC, CTV and NTV — and yes —
amateur radio’s Echolink are fully functional, too. All
you have to do is remember the time difference. America’s evening news shows appear in Seoul early in the
morning.
Get The Picture?
Korean television is dominated by three major networks. KBS is Korea’s leading broadcaster with multiple
TV, AM/FM radio and even shortwave
services with a similar presence to
America’s PBS and NPR. MBC —
Munhwa Broadcasting Corporation —
is a multi-channel nationwide network and a main rival to KBS. You’ll
also see SBS — Seoul Broadcasting
System — another independent that also earns a sizable audience share. Several other regional and local
stations and station groups also fill the TV airwaves.
One Korean technology was particularly eye-opening. All of Korea is served by a robust network of transmitters carrying DMB: Digital Multimedia Broadcasting. It is an agile terrestrial system carrying television
networks, radio audio and
especially
emergency
broadcast
event alerts to
the entire nation. We
rented a factory-new 2022
Korean DMB — Digital Mutimedia BroadHyundai
Sonata with a casting — on vehicle display..
widescreen digital dashboard like no other. One feature
set it above anything I had ever seen before: It displayed live television via DMB complete with full-fidelity digital stereo sound!
DMB television does not require elaborate outdoor
antennas. It was designed for unstoppable portable and
mobile use. Korea’s DMB carries an ensemble of multipurpose and fully agile digital data providing 6 or 8
channels of television. For safety, our Hyundai Sonata
rental blacks out visual TV reception when the car is in
motion but the audio remains keeping you in touch
with the latest episode of your favorite K-Drama, shopping channel or news program. It’s simply amazing to
see high quality television displayed clear and crisp on
a car dashboard!
Seamless signal coverage was only the beginning.
A supreme challenge would be finding somewhere
DMB could not be received. Primarily designed to forewarn the nation regarding urgent events like typhoons,
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tsunamis, earthquakes and floods, DMB is everywhere.
Extreme measures have been taken to insure these essential emergency alert signals can be received wherever you go: Inside long tunnels, under superstructures, driving through the most cavernous concrete and
steel parking lots and especially in the most remote
outreaches of the entire nation. I spotted small
FM � T-DMB repeaters mounted within underground
parking lots,
again assuring
constant reception of
DMB emergency alerts.
(T = terrestrial) Get the
message?
Many Korean cell
FM-TDMB repeater in an underground
parking garage.
phones are
DMB
equipped. You should witness Seoul’s subway and KoRail passengers watching TV as they commute. I am
here to report that the system produces phenomenal results. The system is so robust and resilient. It works
seamlessly!
One quizzical discovery: I saw Hi-VHF and UHF
antennas mounted at near ground level adjacent to
some subway stations in downtown Seoul that could be
mistaken for street art displays. Not so! Look carefully
and you will see that
these antennas are actually live and connected to low-loss
feeder cables. I couldn’t
verify it, but I think
these antennas may
have been part of headends to deliver the
over-the-air signals
down into the underground train stations.
More observations
brought more questions
to mind: Over and over
and over again, I noticed that outdoor TV
antenna installations
held a rigid repetitive
standard. Houses and
business buildings far
Street-side antennas.
and wide were all fitted
with the same three stack array: A single channel 6
Yagi at the bottom, a Hi-VHF array in the middle and a
UHF log periodic at the top. They must have installed
thousands and thousands of this exact same design all

over Korea!
You can see
them on
rooftops everywhere.
A little research revealed the reason for this
antenna standard. You
need a brief
TV guide — so
please follow
along. ChanStandard rooftop installation features
nel 6 is where low-band VHF Yagi at the bottom, hi-VHF
you will find
beam in the middle (with twisted reflector
SBS. The mid- here) and UHF Yagi at top.
dle Hi-VHF
spectrum is crowded! When analog TV was the standard, Channels 7 to 13 carried most Korean TV. Now
this spectrum is shared between terrestrial DTV along
with two channels re-purposed exclusively for DMB
transmission. Channel 7 is KBS 2TV, Channels 8 and 12
are for DMB. Channel 9 is KBS 1TV and Educational
EBS TV uses Channel 10. MBC can be found on Channel 11. All three major broadcasters — (KBS, MBC and
SBS) are also included on DMB ensembles for mobile
and hand-held viewing. A lot of TV is packed into these
six 6 MHz Hi-VHF channels!
UHF is the home of the most modern iteration of
high-tech Korean TV —
carrying very high resolution UHDTV broadcasts and many additional popular independent networks. Even today, the Channel 6, HiVHF and UHF threeway antenna combination should be able to
receive all of the major
Korean sources of television.
One of the most
signature of iconic
sights in Seoul is the
imposing and enormous
N Seoul Tower — also
known as the Namsan
Tower. While walking
through the streets, I
made a turn and encountered a first vision 777 foot tall N Seoul Tower on
of this monument to
Namsan Mountain (800 ft) carbroadcasting! Whoa! It ries television and FM radio.
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is big! All the major TV Networks (KBS, MBC, SBS and
educational EBS) broadcast from the N Tower along
with three FM outlets. Over 8 million people visit the
tower yearly making it the #1 tourist attraction in the
entire city!
Another discovery: In the year 2022, most traditional digital television is conveyed to viewer’s homes
via the Internet by services like the popular Olleh TV
UHD system. There is also a Korean satellite television
purveyor — SkyLife — very much like America’s DirecTV — which has lost popularity and has fallen out of
favor. Olleh TV and most hotel TV offerings include TV
channels from China and Japan along with the BBC
and CNN International. In one location, we could even
watch ABC from Australia! Both Netflix and YouTube
can been seen all over Korea via your phone, laptop
and in hotels that offer Internet-connected Smart TVs.
You would also enjoy seeing what a Korean 2022
model year car offers as a ‘radio.’ After you discover
how to find old-school radio within the onboard menu
system, you’ll get a good laugh! Your current numeric
frequency is displayed with a graphic that resembles
old-time Nixie tubes. Both AM and FM stations offer
on-screen station identity data.

Dashboard display with car radio tuned to an AM station.

Manual radio tuning looks like a long detailed
slide rule to show you just where you are in current frequency. Not going to Korea soon? You can hear all of
the various KBS radio networks worldwide by downloading the KBS KONG app.
Do You Jeju?
After several days in Seoul, we hopped onto a
short flight on Jeju Air and traveled to ‘The Hawaii of
Korea’ — Jeju Island — at the very southern tip of
South Korea. It is quite tropical, situated directly adjacent to the southern-most tip of Japan to the east and
Shanghai, China to the west. The lifestyle and spirit
here was much more relaxed and playful. May the
party begin!
I enjoyed a fine welcome. Driving away from the
Jeju City airport, we rode along the winding and picturesque Aewolhaean-ro just above the seashore. I was
surprised to pass right by a huge 6-tower array of various vertical broadcast antennas. On this bluff above the
water’s edge, in the village of Hagwi 2-ri, evangelical

Location of Jeju Island, 51 miles south of Korea mainland.

FEBC — Far East Broadcasting Company — transmits
their widely heard 250 kilowatt 1566 kHz signal along
with their two local FM outlets on 101.1 and 104.7 FM,
serving just
Jeju Island.
Due to its high
dial position
and signal
heft, FEBC
1566 has been
heard by DXers worldwide.
Scanning
the car radio, I
heard a source
Far East Broadcasting Company six-tower
of English proarray transmits on 1566 kHz AM.
gramming
serving Jeju Island — Arirang Radio — on 88.1, 88.7
and 101.9 FM. Arirang also runs a free English TV service bringing Korean culture to the world. You can even
watch Arirang in America via Roku or on YouTube at:
https://youtu.be/APlvA2wtdKk.
Timing Is Everything
A divine spirit must have been guiding my journeys through Korea. My wife and daughter booked a
pension (think Airbnb) on the eastern side of Jeju Island. Little did we know, we found ourselves literally
just steps
away from a
legacy KBS
four tower array (along
with another
tower used for
cellular and
utility services.)
Obviously, this casual hotel was KBS four-tower array on east Jeju Island.
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established as a respite for all lifelong DXers who just
happen to be visiting the neighborhood! I was in awe
of this majestic monument of steel featuring an oldschool four-sided box design and quite aged red and
white paint. Decades of exposure to sea air had turned
the red paint into a vision of faded orange and rust. At
night, the tower warning lights still reliably blinked on
and off dusk until dawn.
After dinner, I noticed that a short yellow crane
had appeared on site. Could it be that they are doing a
routine exchange of tower lights or other preventative
maintenance? When we woke the next morning, another much taller crane had joined in. What on Earth
was going on? Journalist and documenter Karl had already begun to take multiple pictures of this unusual
moment. What would the morning bring?

A short, yellow crane appeared at the KBS tower site.

Our vacation plan listed the very next day to ferry
across to Jeju’s little sister — Udo Island. What timing.
We arrived at the dock early to make the most of our
time: the first ferry across and maybe the last ferry
back!

The ferry to Udo Island.

I was about to witness a most impressive performance. The tower project went full steam ahead. The
tallest crane extended to the very top of tower 4 and
seemed to attach itself to the peak. My camera just
couldn’t stop.
Our ferry arrived in Udo Cheonjin Port and we disembarked. Few people bring cars to Udo, so we rented

a threewheeled electric cart and
one electric
bike to carry
my wife,
daughter and
myself
throughout
the day ahead.
Our first quest
was to ride to
and then hike
The taller crane extended to the top of
the remaining
the fourth tower.
steep precipice
up to the mountainous pinnacle featuring the Udo
Lighthouse. With a
fantastic birds-eye
view, I enjoyed another amazing
photo opportunity
watching the show
continuing across
the water at KBS
Jeju. What on
earth were they doing?
What are the
chances of my
presence on the exact day all of this
was going on?
Looking in stunned
amazement - and
maybe even horror
- it dawned on me.
They are taking the Three-wheel electric cart rented on
Udo Island by Karl and Sarah.
towers down! It was
quite a show of engineering prowess and skill. Every
tower demise I had ever seen, in magazines and
YouTube videos from North America, included explosives followed by an angry and destructive fall to the
ground as everyone gaped in awe. Not this time.
This Korean tower crew proceeded with style and
grace. The tall
crane took
hold of the
tower from
above. The
smaller crane
provided a
clever pivot.
Through a
slow, careful
and masterful The Korean crew tilted the tower over
then laid it on the ground in one piece.
progression,
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they tilted the tower over for many meticulously calculated minutes until it came to a soft and gentle rest intact and all in one piece to rest by its concrete base. After decades of service, the tower retired unscathed.
It was a perfect day! We scooted all around the
shores of Udo Island - seeing amazing panoramas, magnificent lighthouses, stunning cliffs, a black sand beach
and a tourist-trap powerboat show out of an action
movie — ending our day returning back to the port and
the dock from once we came.
My eyes were filled with disbelief! Cue the funeral
dirge! The tower crew had brought down not one but
two towers in a single day. I did nothing but shake my
head all the way back on the ferry to Jeju. Gone forever!
The story was hardly over. The next morning, we
fulfilled one more item on my daughter’s bucket list of
things to do and experience in Korea. Peering high
above our pension was an enormous dormant volcanic
crater known as Sunrise Peak. If you reach the very top
of this incredibly steep hill just before dawn, your reward will be witnessing the very, very first sight of sunrise in all of Korea!
You start at a parking lot and walk to the beginning of the trail. The
hike is considered
‘hard,’ which is an understatement. It is the
equivalent of climbing
up 36 steep floors of
stairs — gaining about
495 feet of elevation
when you are done.
This way up!
We bravely started at
5:20 a.m. and bolted as fast as we were able to make
the summit by 5:57 a.m. when the sun was scheduled
to peek over the horizon. This certainly was the challenge of a lifetime for all three of us! We reached levels
of full heart rate over and over again – without failing.
I can proudly report that WE MADE IT! — we saw
the dawn break — and a lifetime memory was
achieved. We were joined by about 50 other seekers in

Dawn breaks over Sunrise Peak.

our joy. But there is more!
Having time to actually enjoy the view from Sunrise Peak, I noticed that I had a perfect view from above
the KBS tower site. I captured many images from several levels on the way down, perfectly lit by the low angle illumination of ‘magic light’ that a dawn brings. I
could clearly see over the walls and barbed wire as if I
were in a drone. The two downed towers lay in repose
next to their concrete bases. The remarkable feat was
now fully documented!

View from above the KBS tower site with two towers now
on the ground.

And why was the tower installation so guarded
with such fortitude? Did the surrounding tall walls,
topped with foreboding barbed wire, have purpose?
This KBS broadcast radio station was modified to serve
a dark and angry mission. Decades ago, regular KBS
programming was permanently suspended. Instead,
these beautiful towers on the shores of Jeju began
emitting obnoxious jamming on 1053 kHz AM. A twin
of this four tower design was built right outside Seoul
in a suburb called Gimpo pounding 250 kilowatts of
noise and buzzing pursuing the same aggressive mission. Obsolete medium wave stations are being dismantled all over the world — with KBS on Jeju Island now
added to the list. I guess this is ‘story over.’ I will always be thankful that I could attend the very last chapter!
Postscript: I might never know if all four towers
were downed. Our itinerary had us leaving that part of
Jeju the next day. I never witnessed the removal of the
last two towers. It may be a long time before I can verify a complete demise. Do you know anyone who may
be visiting Jeju Island soon? Let me know!
How About HF?
Some things in Korea sound like they do in North
America. Standard time and frequency signals in this
part of Asia are provided by China’s radio station BPM
found on 2.5, 5, 10 and 15 MHz. I found the amateur
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bands in Korea to be quite sleepy with only FT8 signals
noticeable continually. Some CW activity was noted
around 3650 kHz and 7015 and 7027 kHz. Single sideband operating was rare or non-existent. Reminiscent
of our RF allocations decades ago, I found broadcasters
in residence at the top of the 75 and
40 meter bands adhering to shortwave
standard 5 kHz spacing. Nearby shortwave broadcasters are CRI — China
Radio International, North Korea’s
Voice of Korea, Japan’s Radio Japan,
and South Korea’s KBS World. South
Korea’s unifying amateur radio organization uses an acronym I highly approve of. The Korea Amateur Radio
League is commonly known as KARL!
Thank You Chris
Every memorable journey comes alive with a proficient and studied tour guide. I
was truly blessed by my friendship with a grand scholar of Korean culture and Asian broadcasting: Chris Kadlec. Chris has authored incredibly detailed studies
of Korean life and has fastidiously
documented everything you can
imagine about radio listening in
this part of the world. Visiting his
website, you will immediately
Chris Kadlec.
find a full three hour ‘Seoul AM
Radio Listening Guide’ audio documentary and invaluable maps and logs that cover this whole region and
beyond. Detailed frequency lists and full color transmitter maps abound. Our e-mail conversations provided
me with the equivalent of a master’s degree in Korean
media! My sincere thanks to Chris for sharing all of his
brilliant work with me! See for yourself: http://
www.chriskadlec.com/radio/seoul.
So Long!
If you think this article is long, you should have
witnessed our trip home. Door-to-door, from a hotel
lobby in Seoul to the driveway of my home QTH, took
us 25 hours.

ship is “To provide international students with opportunities to conduct advanced studies in undergraduate &
graduate programs at higher educational institutions in
the Republic of Korea in order to promote international
exchanges in education and mutual friendship between
countries.”
Sarah’s scholarship is an all-expense-paid three
year program. Year one was dedicated to intensive language study towards gaining fluency in the Korean language. In the second and third years, Sarah will be
earning a Master’s Degree in Business and Music Management. Needless to say, we are very proud of her!
Can you imagine studying for a Master’s Degree being
taught exclusively in Korean?
Sarah’s new apartment move required a few trips
to a local IKEA
and hardware
and home
goods stores.
Our fun vacation found us
visiting museums, several
picturesque
waterfalls,
lighthouses,
windmills, tea Karl, Stacey and Sarah at the Osulloc Tea
growing
Plantation on Jeju Island.
farms, ancient
volcanic mountains and craters and some of the most
memorable views on Earth. A grand
time was had by all!
Back to reality! Thanks for joining
us. Until next month, 73 es dit dit de
N2KZ ‘The Old Goat.’
-– Karl N2KZ

YouTube channel
Thanks to the efforts of
Rob AD2CT, PCARA now has a
channel (= presence) on YouTube. The address is:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_nPheRBFK2LP9XHhXSEQrA

.

Proud Papa Postscript
At the time of writing two recordings prepared by
You may be wondering why my wife and I traveled
Rob are available. More are in the pipeline.
all the way to South Korea. There was a good reason!
We both take our parental obligations very seriously.
“Practical Horizontal Wire Antennas”, Zoom presentation
We wanted to help our daughter Sarah move from one
by Jay NE2Q
college to another. You don’t think we would let a 7000
https://youtu.be/K8Y5JreilDk
mile flight get in the way, would you?
“Radio Communication Oversights and the Sinking of the
Last year, Sarah was one of 16 Americans chosen
Titanic”, net discussion led by Jay NE2Q
to receive the Global Korea Scholarship offered by the
https://youtu.be/KHy0OO7Kh1Q
South Korean Government. The purpose of the scholarPCARA Update, October 2022, page 10

View from Japan
During the September meeting Masa JR1AQN presented your editor with a copy of CQ ham radio for
September 2022. CQ ham
radio is a monthly amateur radio magazine published in Japan, for an
audience of Japanese radio amateurs.
Masa had two articles published in the 260page September issue.
The first article “U.S.
ham’s special antenna circumstances” describes
antenna designs employed in the U.S.A. In
addition to explaining
Home Owner Association restrictions and showing excerpts from “Low Profile Amateur Radio” by Al Brogdon W1AB, Masa describes the highly effective wire
beam antennas designed by Jay NE2Q for PCARA Field
Days, beginning in 2019. A diagram of the 3-element
beam antenna for 40 meters appears alongside polar
diagrams calculated by Jay using EZNEC.

Masa JR1AQN’s article about PCARA Field Day on pages
140-141 of ‘CQ ham radio’, September 2022..

The second part of Masa’s article describing PCARA’s Field
Day effort continued on pages 142-143 of ‘CQ ham radio’.

Masa JR1AQN’s first article in ‘CQ ham radio’ includes a
diagram of Jay NE2Q’s 3-element wire beam design for
40 meters along with its predicted polar diagrams.

Thanks Masa for explaining PCARA’s Field Day
efforts to radio amateurs on the other side of the world.
No doubt they will be interested to read how transceivers from their own country are put to good use during this major event in the ARRL amateur radio calendar.

The second article by Masa, “Series USA - Amateur
Radio Grassroots Report, ARRL Field Day 2022” is a
four-page description of PCARA’s participation in Field
Day on June 25-26 at George Washington Elementary
School in Mohegan Lake. Masa’s photos of Field Day
setup and operation are accompanied by two extracts
from PCARA Update for July 2022 — where a full report on this year’s Field Day can be found on pages 1014.
PCARA Update, October 2022, page 11

- NM9J

POTA on Indian Hill
Verle W2VJ had the
idea that PCARA might
sponsor a Parks on the Air /
Summits on the Air activation during September
2022. Verle’s first suggestion
was to visit Hook Mountain
State Park in Rockland
County with Bear Mountain
State Park as an alternative
site — but he ran into problems arranging permission
at short notice with the Park authorities.
The venue was changed to Indian Hill Park which
lies east of the Taconic State Parkway and ¾ mile north
of Jefferson Valley Mall, located on Route 6.
The location has an interesting history — Donald
J. Trump purchased the land in 1998 along with a separate site at French Hill in Yorktown for $2.5 million,
with the intention of
constructing a championship golf course.
The golf course was
never built because of
the environmental
conditions imposed by
Yorktown. In 2006
Donald Trump donated the land to New
York State for public
use, creating the
“Donald J. Trump
State Park” with an agreement that there would be permanent signage on the approaches.
As part of budget cuts in 2010, New York State
closed the park, stating that
the land would not be returned
to Mr. Trump. There was little
or no maintenance of the Indian Hill section until 2020
when the driveway and parking lot were resurfaced, new
entrance gates were installed
and the trail leading to the
summit was rehabilitated with
gravel. The park is not listed
on New York State’s web site:
https://parks.ny.gov/parks/ but it
is listed in Parks on the Air as
K-2048, see https://parksontheair
.com/.
PCARA’s POTA activation
began at 8:30 a.m. on SaturGreg KB2CQE raises the day September 17 when Verle
club flag at Indian Hill. W2VJ and Al K2DMV arrived,

shortly to be joined by NM9J. The grassy area adjacent
to the parking lot has a pair of picnic tables and looked
more inviting than the 758 foot summit which was
600 feet away at the end of a narrow trail.
The first picnic table was occupied by Al K2DMV,
with his Yaesu FT-857 running off a 10Ah AGM battery.
Al assembled an impressive-looking vertical ground
plane for 20 meters with multiple wire radials, fed
through an LDG RU-1:1 Unun. Unfortunately the SWR
was too high for the Yaesu transceiver so Al was unable
to make contacts with this setup.
On the other picnic table Verle W2VJ assembled a
second station using his Icom IC-7300 transceiver powered by a 12Ah Bioenno LiFePO⁴ battery. Verle had a
SOTABeams telescopic fiberglass mast fastened to the
picnic table with multiple bungee cords. This supported
the matching transformer of an MFJ-1984MP “end-fed
horizontal wire” antenna for 40-10m, with the far end
held up in a tree.

Al K2DMV watches Verle make an early contact using the
IC-7300 and end-fed wire antenna.

Verle’s first contact was on 20 meters with N4CPR
in Florida. This was followed by QSOs with Missouri,
Georgia, Arkansas and Indiana. Later on the MFJ antenna was replaced by Mike W2IG’s Packtenna 2-band

Following his recent upgrade, Vincent KD2VAV makes
multiple contacts on the IC-7300 while Verle W2VJ logs.
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dipole supported on another fiberglass mast as an inverted-V (see PCUD for December 2017 for details). On
15 meters SSB, Vincent KD2VAV worked Colorado,
Texas and Italy and also worked Russia on 15 meters
using 5 watts of FT8. Total count for the day reported
by Verle was 39 QSOs.
Twelve radio amateurs enjoyed their visit to Indian
Hill on September 17th to activate the POTA site. Teardown took place at 2:30 p.m. Thanks to Verle W2VJ for
organizing the activation and to everyone who contributed, including K2DMV, KA1DMA, KD2ITZ, KD2VAV,
KF2BD, KB2CQE, N2EAB, JR1AQN, W2IG, WA2MCR
and NM9J.
- NM9J

Sony ICF-P27 Radio Quick Review - N2KZ
Yes, Sony still makes
pocket-sized personal transistor
radios. The very latest rendition
is the ICF-P27 using a newfangled digital approach to tuning
instead of the time-honored variable capacitor. This new P27 version is a half-baked unfortunate
update to the very popular P26
sold for many years in multitudes by Sony.
The P26 and P27 versions
Sony ICF-P27
are strikingly similar in appear- AM/FM radio.
ance. An experienced eye can
immediately tell the difference. If you look carefully at
the new P27 front panel dial, you will notice that the
FM calibration legend is squished to the left and the
AM side is
widened to
the right. The
new digital
tuner mirrors
this change.
The FM tuning
is very
bunched up
and the AM
tuning goes
way past
1700 kHz —
Close-up shows Sony ICF-P26 (top) with although not
a wider FM tuning scale than the new
enough to
ICF-P27 below.
cover even the
bottom of the amateur radio 160 meter band! Also,
both legends on the P27 are not really accurate. On my
first look, I tried tuning for a mid-band AM station and
found it a little more to the left than I would ever guess

— not matching the front panel numbers much at all.
Sony’s new digital tuning scheme might seem like
a great step forward into the future but it is a deal
killer. When you try incorporating digital processing
into an inexpensive AM/FM radio in a plastic box you
are asking for trouble. Sony found it.
From what I can tell, the P26 and P27 versions
have nearly the same core sensitivity. The digital P27
fatally suffers from an unintended white noise generator created by the digital chip. FM is rendered hearing
impaired. The AM band is all but completely jammed
and deaf. Game over! What a shame!
The newer P27 also exhibits an unusual digital
grabbing of active AM frequencies much like old-school
FM tuners displayed with their AFC circuits. I have not
seen this kind of processing artifact before. Interesting!
Using the older P26 model for three years now, I
really enjoy its
continuous
analog tuning
and more than
adequate sensitivity on
both the AM
and FM bands.
Both P26 and
P27 models
have a built-in
speaker. No
need for earbuds! Talk
Sony ICF-P26 on left, ICF-P27 on right.
about innova- [N2KZ pics.]
tion! (hi hi.) A
critical listener would find the digital P27 a bit more
‘tinny’ in fidelity. This is a $20 radio so you can’t discuss
critical sound quality with a straight face. The newer
P27 has a slightly higher price tag at about $24. The
P26 model was less expensive at $18 retail.
My best advice, by all means... buy an older Sony
ICF-P26 radio if you can find one. If not, wait for a possible ICF-P28 update. Maybe Sony designers will correct the problems seen in the P27.
- Karl N2KZ
[For comparison, Karl reviewed the earlier Sony model
ICF-P26 in PCARA Update, September 2019, p 12 -Ed.]

.
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September V.E. Test
Session
PCARA’s latest V.E. Test Session took place on Saturday September 10, 2022 at the Putnam Valley Library. The session had been scheduled to start as the
monthly meeting came to an end, so members had to
be ushered out of the room before the candidates could
be seated.
There were two candidates for this Laurel V.E.C.
Session and three volunteer examiners. Lou KD2ITZ
had to step out of the room before the examination began as he had a family member taking a test. At the
end of the session, there were two successful candidates.

V.E. Test Session in progress at Putnam Valley Library,

Peter Schueller of New Milford CT held a Novice
Class License when he was 12 then in 1993 he qualified
for Technician Class with call sign N2TMF. Unfortunately, he allowed this license to expire. At the September 10 test session Peter passed Technician and was assigned new call sign KC1RUU by the FCC on September
14 — well done.
Vincent KD2VAV had previously gained his Technician license
at PCARA’s November 2020 test
session. Twenty two months later
Vincent was back, taking the General test. This was the reason why
Lou KD2ITZ had to step outside
the library.
Vincent successfully passed
Vincent KD2VAV.
General and his upgrade was processed by the FCC on September 12, 2022. Very well
done!
Thanks to the volunteer examiners who assisted at
this V.E. Test Session including Laurel Team Leader
Dave KF2BD — who had brought along his notebook
and multifunction printer — plus VEs Rob AD2CT and
NM9J.
PCARA’s next V.E. Test Session is scheduled for
Wednesday October 6 at 7:00 p.m. Watch the PCARA
web sites for further details.
- NM9J

NY QSO Party 2022
The New York QSO Party, sponsored by the
Rochester DX Association, takes place on the third Saturday in October. For 2022, this date falls on Saturday
October 15th. The contest lasts twelve hours using all
modes on HF and VHF/UHF bands.
In 2021 PCARA returned to Joe, WA2MCR’s location for the club’s NYQP entry. Unfortunately results
were delayed as New York QSO Party’s website https://
nyqp.org/wordpress/ was attacked by ransomware and
had to be rebuilt from scratch. See page 2 for PCARA’s
2021 results.
For New York QSO Party 2022, Joe WA2MCR will
once again be hosting PCARA’s effort as a multi-one
low-mixed multi-operator entry. Individual entries can
also be submitted by members — remember to nominate Peekskill/Cortlandt Amateur Radio Association as
your club for the “New York Club High Score”. Let Joe,
WA2MCR, know your plans for participating in the NY
QSO Party in 2022 (e-mail to wa2mcr‘at’arrl.net).
PCARA is hoping to sponsor two plaques again —
if available. They would be “Multi-One Low Mixed” and
“Non-New York SSB Low Power” plaques. “Multi-One
Low Mixed” means: multiple operators with only a single transmitted signal, 5 – 100 watts, mixed mode (CW
/Phone/Digital).
The contest starts at 10:00 a.m. Eastern (1400
GMT) on Saturday October 16 and runs for 12 hours
until 10:00 p.m. that same evening. New York stations
send signal report plus
county, using a threeletter abbreviation for
the county name. For
example, Westchester
County is WES and
Putnam County is PUT.
Stations outside New
York will send Signal
Report plus State,
Canadian Province or
“DX”. Full rules, inNew York State counties map.
cluding the list of
three-letter county codes, can be found at the New York
QSO Party web site: http://nyqp.org/wordpress/. Some
rules have changed for 2022 including a Portable class
and web-based results submission.
For individual entries, the same computer logging
software by N3FJP used at other PCARA events is also
available for the New York QSO Party. See: https://n3fjp
.com/stateqsoparty.html. Registration for the individual
state programs is $8.99 each, or you can register all of
N3FJP’s logging programs for $59.99. The N1MM Logger, https://n1mmwp.hamdocs.com/ can also be used. Setup instructions are available at the NYQP web site under “Info you can use”.
- NM9J
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BOCES connection
On Monday September 19, PCARA members were
invited to Putnam | Northern Westchester BOCES Tech
Center to explain amateur radio to members of
Dr. Joseph DeCicco’s Microcomputer Technology
classes. Readers may remember that Joseph was recently licensed as KD2YVY.
Lou KD2ITZ, Todd N2MUZ and NM9J met outside
the Tech Center building at 7:50 a.m. in the midst of
arriving students. These youngsters could have been up
as early as 5:00 a.m. to make the journey to their local
high school, followed by busing to the BOCES campus,
ready for specialist classes beginning at 8:00 a.m.
“Dr. D.” introduced the radio amateur visitors to
his class of high school students, then Todd began a
short introduction, covering similar ground to his
“Magic of Amateur Radio” presentation in October
2021.

der Lou’s supervision contacted Jay NE2Q and Joe
WA2MCR.
At 12 noon the process was repeated with fresh
faces from
Dr. D’s middle
school Microcomputer
class. This
time Lou
made the presentation and
students Aron,
Jake, Roy, Elliot and Lana
stayed behind Lou makes a call on the Yaesu FT-991A.
to see the new
HF station in action. Fifteen meters was open to Austria, with OE3DIA in Vienna worked first, followed by
Aron receiving a 59 report from Special Event station
OE25TU, celebrating the 25th anniversary of radio club
ADL (Austria District Locator) 305 Tulln-Stockerau.

Todd N2MUZ (left) explains amateur radio to BOCES’ high
school students.

Meanwhile Lou and your editor were busy setting
up a “Packtenna” inverted-V wire dipole suspended
from a nearby
tree. The antenna was
connected to
BOCES’ recently-acquired Yaesu
FT-991A transceiver.
Students
Johnathan,
Andy, Kevin
Inverted-V antenna employed outside
and David
BOCES computer lab. [KD2ITZ pic.]
were sufficiently interested to stay behind after Todd’s talk to see
the transceiver taken on a tour of 40 meters and
15 meters. Lou successfully worked HB9HLM in Boudry
Switzerland on SSB. This was followed by local contacts where students picked up the microphone and un-

Lou KD2ITZ (right) supervises students operating on the
15 meter band in BOCES’ computer lab.

Fifteen meters stayed open to Europe with Lana
making her first amateur radio contact en français with
F6ARC, Oliver near Chartres France. This was followed
by Lou working IZ1UKF, Franca in Italiano.
Lou passed out ARRL’s leaflet “22 Things You Can
do with Amateur Radio” along with PCARA contact information. Next steps for interested students could
include an upcoming V.E. Test Session and will be coordinated with Joe KD2YVY.
- NM9J
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Run Against Hunger
2022
Our eighth year
PCARA and WECA have once again been invited to
provide communication support for the Annual Harry
Chapin Memorial Run/Walk Against Hunger, which
takes place on Sunday October 16th, 2022. The very
first Run Against Hunger was organized in Croton-onHudson to honor singer-songwriter Harry Chapin who
died in a Long Island auto-accident in 1981. This year
will be the 42nd occasion that the event has been commemorated. For 2022 the run is being organized as an
in-person event taking place on Sunday October 16
along with a virtual event during Oct 8-15.
Sunday schedule
Timing of the races will be the same as for the
2021 event. The 5K Race/Walk starts at 8:30 a.m. This
is followed by the 10K Race which begins at 10:00 a.m.
The final event is the 1 mile Fun Run which begins at
11:45 a.m. Start and finish lines are all close to CrotonHarmon High School, with the exception of the ‘Fun
Run’.
5K Race & Walk, 8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.
The 5K Run/Walk begins near the High School and continues along Old Post Road South, down Truesdale Drive,
east on Cedar Lane, then north up Nordica Drive and
Truesdale Drive, through Croton Gorge and returning
down Cleveland Drive to the High School.
10K Race, 10:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
Starting from near Croton-Harmon High School on Old
Post Road South, north on Cleveland Drive, left on Gerstein Street and right on Wood Road onto Rt 129. Left
onto Batten Road, then across the New Croton Dam. Return is along Quaker Ridge Road, crossing the river at
Quaker Bridge Road, then Rt.129 to Jacoby Street and returning down Cleveland Avenue to Old Post Road South
and the High School.

Start of the Run Against Hunger 10K Race in October
2021.

One Mile Fun Run, 11:45 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
The start point of this run/walk is on Cleveland Drive, just
south of Veteran’s Corners. North on Cleveland Drive to
CET (Carrie E Tompkins) Elementary School on Gerstein
Street, then back along Cleveland Drive, finishing at the
High School.
Full details of the three race routes are available at
the Run Against Hunger web site, http://www.runagainsthunger.com/course/ . Maps showing the location of radio stations and water stops are available from Greg
KB2CQE; register your interest by sending an e-mail to
Greg using mail‘at’pcara.org.
Please watch for announcements about possible
changes to the routes and stations. Setup at the High
School should begin around 7:30 a.m. for Net Control
at the usual location on the driveway.

2 meter repeater
On Sunday September 4, 2022 Bob N2CBH and
Greg KB2CQE visited the hilltop site, home to PCARA’s
2 meter repeater since September 1999. The main
equipment was taken out of service and replaced with
the club’s Yaesu DR-1X Fusion repeater, reprogrammed
from its previous role as N2CBH/R on 448.725 MHz to
become W2NYW/R on 146.670 MHz.
On September 6, Bob wrote:
“The main repeater is in my shop for a thorough examination and going over. The intention is to have the main machine back in service once it has been repaired, upgraded and
thoroughly bench tested. Some might say why not just use the
equipment that is up on the hill right now? The reason is that
the Yaesu Fusion repeater now in service is really not a commercial design and is designed for intermittent duty. The reason that the other repeater has run more or less trouble-free
for as many years as it has — and it is going on about 15 years
for that equipment — is that it is composed of commercial
components designed for heavier use. The plan is to repair or
replace the receiver, upgrade the power supply and check the
transmitter for proper operation and do any repairs on it that
may be necessary. We are fortunate to have many spares of
the transmitter for repair or replacement if it became necessary but I expect the receiver is the real problem and we will
get that squared away.”
Initial findings on the weekly nets are that weaker
signals — especially from handi-talkies — are easier to
copy through the DR-1X, without the background
noises experienced before. At the September 10 meeting Bob reported that the main receiver had a definite
problem. He pointed out that the new Yaesu DR-1X repeater has no courtesy tone — so please let the repeater’s carrier drop in order to reset the timer before
making a transmission. Signal reports are welcome for
both the 146.67 MHz repeater and for the recently updated KB2CQE repeater on 449.925 MHz.
-NM9J
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Foxhunt October 29
PCARA’s next Foxhunt is scheduled for Saturday
October 29th, following the 9:00 a.m. PCARA breakfast
at Downing Park pavilion. The rules will be similar to
PCARA’s previous Foxhunt in FDR State Park on October 23, 2021. (Report appears in PCARA Update, November 2021.)

Here are the Foxhunt rules courtesy of Lou, KD2ITZ:
.

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
Hunters prepare for October 2021 Foxhunt in FDR Park

One difference this time will be “Harry Potter – A
Forbidden Forest Experience”, scheduled to take place
after dark at FDR State Park from October 22, 2022 to
January 22, 2023. (See https://hpforbiddenforestexperience
.com/westchester/ ). The Harry Potter Experience will be
located in the Stone Barns area north of the Pool parking Lot. Parking lots 5 and 6 will also be in use for the
‘Experience’, so these areas should all be avoided.

•
•

•

•

Transmission: FM simplex on 146.565 MHz.
Transmissions start at 10:45 a.m.
All are welcome to participate.
Participants must start in parking lot #4.
Participants are not allowed to enter FDR Park
before 10:30 a.m. (unless meeting for PCARA
breakfast at the usual location)
Participants are not allowed to enter any restricted
areas of the park, particularly those closed for the
Harry Potter Experience
Depending on the number of participants, the start
times may be staggered.
Depending on the number of participants, some
participants will be invited to start from a different
location.
The transmitter will be hidden within the confines
of FDR Park.
Once the event begins, participants must remain on
foot, without assistance of vehicles of any kind.
Participants are encouraged to work in groups of
two or three.
Participants who locate the transmitter should
discreetly inform the event coordinator who will
note the time. Avoid revealing the site to other
participants who are still hunting.
The participant who locates the transmitter in the
least amount of time will be invited to assume the
role of fox at the next event.
Any changes due to weather or unforeseen
circumstances will be posted to the PCARA Google
Group and Facebook Page.

Northeast HamXposition
August 26-28, 2022 – KD2EVI

FDR State Park map, red hatching shows areas to avoid.

I attended the Northeast HamXpo again this August. The event was held at the Best Western Hotel in
Marlborough, Mass, the same location as last year. In
addition to a large outdoor flea market and commercial
vendors inside, there are up to a dozen seminars held
simultaneously on Saturday and Sunday morning. The
problem was deciding which seminar to attend! A complete list of seminars can be found at https://hamxposition.org/Schedule/ as there are too many to list in a short
article. Ham Radio Outlet, Elecraft, Quicksilver Radio,
RFinder and West Mountain Radio were the major
commercial vendors inside. This event was advertised
as a joint New England and Hudson Division convention. ARRL Hudson Division Director Ria Jairam N2RJ
was in attendance and spoke at a noon forum on Saturday which I did not attend. Other than that one forum I
did not see any Hudson Division specific activities.
The hotel, located a short drive from I-495 exit 24B, is clean, in good condition, and a free buffet break-
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fast is included. With tax, the room cost about $120 a
night. The hotel restaurant serves dinner, but not
lunch. There are restaurants within walking distance or
a short drive from the hotel.
I arrived Friday evening after a four hour drive
slowed by traffic on I-84 in Connecticut and heavy rain
on I-90 in Massachusetts. The flea market was scheduled to close at 4:00 p.m. and it looked like heavy rain
had occurred earlier and dispersed the sellers.

HamXposition flea market area. [KD2EVI photos.]

Saturday morning I attended the keynote address
given by ARRL CEO David Minster, NA2AA. Mr. Minster
told us that his goal is to grow ARRL membership,
something the ARRL failed to do during the CB radio
craze. Today there are “pallets of Baofengs” arriving,
yet the number of licensed amateurs is not increasing.
The buyers of these inexpensive radios should be joining the ranks of licensed amateurs. The ARRL will focus
on affiliated radio clubs, emergency communications,
youth and teachers in addition to asking more from
current Section Managers. Efforts will be made to fill
vacant Section Manager positions. The ARRL also sends
representatives to the IARU, and this is a significant
commitment, we were told.
The ARRL runs a $1 million annual deficit and depends on its endowment to make up the loss. Raising
annual dues is not contemplated. Mr. Minster asked
ARRL members to become Diamond Club members
($95.00/year), get someone to be active in the hobby,
and volunteer in some capacity.
I did not attend any 10:00 a.m. seminars as former
PCARA members Ray W2CH and Marylyn KC2NKU arrived from their nearby QTH in New Hampshire and
we decided to view the flea market.
The Summits On The Air (SOTA) seminar was held
at 11:00 a.m. by Tim KA1YBS. After lunch nearby I attended a seminar entitled “Practical Portable Radio Operation” conducted by Mindy KM1NDY. It turns out
both know each other and both had a focus on SOTA. It
was interesting to see their different approaches. Both
KA1YBS and KM1NDY want to reach “Mountain Goat”
status (1,000 points) with SOTA and each reported

having earned over 300 points.
KA1YBS is primarily a hiker and carries an Elecraft
KX2 transceiver with attached whip antenna resonant
on 17 meters in addition to a VHF HT. The KX2 is the
size of a large HT and even with its 8 watt output he
finds he can make the required four contacts for a
SOTA activation, especially on weekdays where there
are few people monitoring VHF. KA1YBS will seek out
peaks that have not been activated, even peaks with no
established trail. KM1NDY emphasized getting outdoors with family and combining SOTA/POTA events
with other activities of interest to non-hams. She will
also plan to activate multiple summits, e.g. in ski areas
where the summit can be reached via chair lift or after
a short walk from the parking area, on a single trip. In
New England with multiple ski resorts in close proximity, this is readily done. When operating KM1NDY insists on 100 watt output with wire antennas, using
15 amp-hour LiFePO⁴ batteries.
Another interesting seminar was”Spy Radios”
given by Mike Crestohl W1RC and Tom Perera W1TP,
(https://enigmamuseum.com/) displaying and discussing
original WWII radios
used by Allied spies in
German-occupied Europe. These radios can
still be found at flea
markets and ham fests
in Europe. W1TP
again offered for sale
an original Enigma
machine in the flea
market.
World War II Enigma cipher maA “Fox Hunter's
chine on sale at Xpo for $397.00.
Meeting” chaired by
George Allison K1IG on Sunday morning was worthwhile to attend. 80 meter foxes and receivers were
shown in addition to VHF equipment. Clubs in Massachusetts use 80 meter equipment in some of their fox
hunts. The 80 meter equipment displayed a significant
null and has less reflections than 2 meters.
Radio Orienteering was also discussed. This activity, popular in Eastern Europe, combines running or
walking in timed events with finding hidden transmitters. The ARRL has a web page (http://www.arrl.org/amateur-radio-direction-finding) devoted to this facet of the
hobby. Other websites include http://www.homingin.com/,
with multiple links to foxhunting related sites and the
Google Groups ARDF-USA.
While there were not a lot of seminars specific to
the Hudson Division this year, there were many opportunities to learn more about the hobby, a good variety
of vendors and individual sellers, all in a reasonably
priced hotel about four hours away. I recommend this
event.
- David KD2EVI
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Dots and blots
Sunday insert
When I picked up the Sunday newspaper at my local supermarket I found something odd between the
pages. There was a sheet of 9½" × 11" fanfold computer paper
with perforated edges.
Closer examination revealed that it
had been
printed on a
dot-matrix
printer.
It was a
Sunday’s newspaper contained a sheet of
delivery note
computer paper with dot-matrix print out.
for copies of
the Journal News, Daily News, New York Post, New York
Times and El Diario delivered to the supermarket that
morning by NDA LLC of Manhasset NY. The National
Distribution Alliance is a wholesale organization that
distributes newspapers to retail outlets.
No doubt NDA’s dot matrix printer is quite adequate for its humble job of printing newspaper packing
lists. But it set me thinking about my own encounters
with this forgotten technology.
Way back when
The first computer printer that I purchased was in
Southport, NW England when I needed an output device for my 1979-vintage 8K Commodore PET. My
friend Harold G3LWK (SK) had a Teletype KSR-43 for
his North Star Horizon microcomputer— the KSR-43
was a dot-matrix printer complete with keyboard that
could be used as a self-contained computer terminal.
In case you missed this chapter of microcomputer
technology, let me explain. A dot matrix printer has an
impact mechanism similar to a typewriter. Characters
are formed by wires in a print head striking an inked
ribbon and depositing tiny ink dots onto a sheet of paper. The print head moves continuously left and right
across the width of the paper, using solenoids to fire
the series of wires, arranged in a vertical
pattern. As different
wires fire in sequence,
the pattern of dots
builds up letters and
numbers.
Individual sheets
of paper could be
rolled around the
Barf and Dot Matrix (voice of platen or a continuous
Joan Rivers), Spaceballs, 1987. supply of paper could

Diagram shows action of a dot-matrix printer. Moving
print head contains 7, 8, 9 or more dot wires. [After Epson.]

be pushed through by friction, or by a tractor feed that
engaged sprocket holes in the edges of the paper.
Early dot matrix printers had just 7, 8 or 9 vertical
pins in the print head, producing crude output. Letters
with descenders such as lower-case g, j, p and q were
especially difficult to
read as there was limPrinted text from 7-pin dot maited space for additrix printer. Note lack of descentional pins below the
ders on lower case ‘p’ and ‘g’.
baseline of the text.
Printing on the cheap
My first dot matrix printer had all the drawbacks
of those early devices. I saw an advertisement for the
Nascom Imp in Personal Computer World. Nascom Microcomputers Ltd. of Chesham, Bucks was known for
selling Nascom-1 and Nascom-2 computer kits based
on the Z80 microprocessor and costing £150 – £300.
The Nascom Imp was advertised as a plain paper
printer with RS-232 interface, 80 character width, bidirectional printing at 60 lines per minute, ready-built
for £325 plus VAT (value added tax). This was a lot less
than Commodore’s 3022 printer designed for the PET
(£604) or the Teletype KSR-43 (£825). A 1980 pound
sterling (£1.00)
would be worth
£4.77 today.
Nascom
was reportedly
building these
printers in Scotland using a 7pin printing
mechanism
British-built Nascom IMP dot-matrix imfrom the USA
pact printer (1979-1980).
and a circuit
board based on the Z80 microprocessor. As the connection was serial RS-232, I had to obtain an adapter to
convert the Commodore PET’s GPIB interface to serial.
In addition to the IMP’s bright blue plastic case,
there were some odd features. Adjacent lines of text
did not align well. That’s because the IMP employed
bidirectional printing where the print head reverses di-
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rection from one line to the next. Lines with too many
characters were printed without reversal to avoid overheating the print head. Another problem I came across
was the print head sticking to its cylindrical guide
shaft, requiring a drop of sewing machine oil to get it
moving again. Like other impact printers, the IMP was
noisy — but that was something owners put up with.
Why print?
In the early days of microcomputers, hobbyists carried out their own programming, or typed in software
from a published program. The main purpose for a
printer was to produce hard-copy listings, partly for
safety and partly to spot errors in the logic.
Once your software was running correctly, the
printer could generate hard copy output. My own
Nascom IMP printed out speaker crossover designs for
a local disk jockey, binary programming data for converted CB radios and distance calculations between
Maidenhead
locators. Word
processing
was on the
horizon, but
Part of table showing programming for a
dot matrix
converted CB Radio with MC145106 IC,
output was
from Bury Radio Society’s ‘Feedback’.
too crude for
easy reading of printed text. I settled on a Juki daisywheel printer for newsletter articles.
Transatlantic printing
By the time I crossed the Atlantic to the Chicago
area, technology had moved on. Dot matrix printers
were available with more pins in the print head, capable of higher quality output. Epson became the dominant supplier in this market, and in 1987 I ended up
with an Epson LQ-850 dot matrix printer.
“LQ” stands for letter–quality and this series of
printers had 24 pins in the print head, with printed
dots overlapping each other. In order for dots to overlap vertically, pins in the print head were staggered in
more than one column. The printer’s software timed
the pin firings so output appeared to be from 24 pins
arranged in a
single column.
The
LQ-850 was
capable of
proportionalspaced output
using a choice
Epson LQ-850’s proportional-spaced text
of “Roman”
as used in ‘CQ BARS’ newsletter.
and “Sans

Serif” letter-quality fonts. I actually used this printer to
produce master copies of CQ BARS, official newsletter
of Bolingbrook Amateur Radio Society — until an early
LaserJet arrived.
Basement bounty
That Epson LQ-850 followed me from Illinois to
New York, but LaserJet printers improved, and I acquired a DeskJet for color. The LQ-850 became surplus
to requirements and was banished to the basement.
Sunday’s newspaper delivery note reminded me
that I still had an old dot-matrix printer, and I wondered whether it was still working. I brought the old
Epson up to the radio room, noting that the beige plastic case had discolored over the years. I plugged it in
without much hope, but the control panel lit up and
the mechanism made encouraging noises. I loaded an
old box of fan-fold paper — easy with Epson’s load/
eject button — then carried out a self-test by powering
up with line
feed pressed.
Amazingly, the
printer burst
into life and after exposing a
fresh length of
ribbon, a perfect test page
emerged. Wow! Epson LQ-850 dot matrix printer from
Could I go 1987 came back to life when rescued
further and
from the basement.
produce printed
output from a computer? The Epson LQ-850 employed
a parallel Centronics connector and I only had one old
computer with a parallel port. I connected everything
together, fired up Windows 98 (I said it was an old
computer) and installed the driver for an Epson LQ850. The test page was perfect and I even printed a
document from Microsoft Word 2000, with assistance
offered by Microsoft Clippy.
Epson certainly made
good printers
in the 1980’s.
You can
still buy Epson
Impact Dot
Printer Test Page for Epson LQ-850.
Matrix printers today. The Epson web site has 14 models, with parallel, serial, USB and network interfaces. These printers
can handle continuous stationery and are ideal for
multi-part forms. Specialized models are still employed
in banking for updating passbooks and printing
cashier’s checks.
- NM9J
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Peekskill / Cortlandt
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Mail: PCARA, PO Box 146, Crompond, NY 10517
E-Mail: mail ‘at’ pcara.org
Web site: http://www.pcara.org
PCARA on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
pcararadio
PCARA Update Editor: Malcolm Pritchard, NM9J
E-mail: NM9J ‘at’ arrl.net
Newsletter contributions are always very welcome!
Archive: http://nm9j.com/pcara/newslett.htm
PCARA Information
PCARA is a Non-Profit Community Service
Organization. PCARA meetings take place every month
(apart from July/August break). See http://www.pcara.org
for current details.
PCARA Repeaters
W2NYW: 146.67 MHz -0.6, PL 156.7Hz
KB2CQE: 449.925MHz -5.0, PL 179.9Hz
N2CBH: 448.725MHz -5.0, PL 107.2Hz

PCARA Calendar
Masks and Social Distancing may be required.
Sat Oct 15: New York State QSO Party, 10:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
EDT, hosted by Joe WA2MCR.
Sun Oct 16: Harry Chapin Run Against Hunger, Croton-onHudson, 8:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Contact KB2CQE for details.
Wed Oct 26: V.E. Test Session, 7:00 p.m. Location to be
determined.
Sat Oct 29: PCARA Breakfast, 9:00 a.m., Downing Park Pavilion,
Rt 202, Yorktown.
Sat Oct 29: PCARA Foxhunt, FDR Park, Start at parking lot 4,
10:30 a.m.

Hamfests
Sat Oct 1: Splitrock ARA - N Jersey Tailgate Hamfest, Landing
Pk Recn Complex, 165 Landing Rd, Landing, NJ. 8:00 a.m.
Sat Oct 8: Bergen ARA Hamfest, Westwood Regional HS, 701
Ridgewood Rd, Township of Washington, NJ. 8:00 a.m.
Sun Oct 9: Meriden ARC Nutmeg Hamfest, Best Western Hotel,
201 Washington Avenue, North Haven, CT. 8:00 a.m.

VE Test Sessions
Check with the contact before leaving.
Oct 1, 8, 15, 22, 29: Westchester ARC, 19 Hunts Bridge Rd, Yonkers
NY. 11:00 a.m. Must contact VE, (914) 237-5589.
Oct 1, 8, 15, 22, 29: NYC-Westchester ARC, 43 Hart Ave, Yonkers NY.
12:00 noon. Must contact VE, k2ltm‘at’aol.com.
Oct 13: WECA, Westchester Cnty Fire Trg Cntr, 4 Dana Rd, Valhalla NY.
7:00 p.m. Must contact VE, robert.casino‘at’verizon.net
Oct 21: Orange County ARC, Munger Cottage, 183 Main St, Cornwall NY.
6:00 p.m. Contact Joseph J. DeLorenzo, (845) 534-3146, w2bcc‘at’arrl.net
Oct 26: PCARA, 7:00 p.m. Location to be determined..
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